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Workplace Supports Plan 
 

Student Name:  Veronica 

Company: __________________________  

Company Contact Person: _____________________  Title: _____________ 

Transition Specialist: Jaclyn Kotowski  
 
Who?  
Role of workplace supervisor/mentor: (training, supervision, coaching)  
• Provide workplace orientation including the following: 

o Introduce student to all persons she will have contact with  
o Provide a tour of facility so Veronica knows how to navigate safely and to find 

personal facilities (restrooms, lunch room, etc.) 
o Explain duties and tasks to be completed 
o Provide a written/visual schedule of workplace hours 
o Inform student of how to check in and out each day and help complete paperwork.  

• Provide a quiet environment where Veronica can work with a small group of people 
• Determine appropriate time and place for Veronica to take breaks after completing certain 

amount of work.  
• Appoint a peer mentor that will check in with Veronica to make sure she understands task, 

completes it, and to build relationship with her so she feels comfortable in the workplace. 
• Communicate at least weekly with Transitions Specialist to get feedback on how to continue 

or improve support for Veronica.  
 
Role of transition specialist (coaching, acquisition of specialized materials)  
• Ensure Veronica has access to directions for tasks that she can read as well as verbal 

instructions.  
• Reinforce self-determination and self-advocacy training to prepare Veronica to speak up for 

her needs and wants.  
• Talk with workplace supervisor about how to provide creative breaks for Veronica and to 

incorporate choice for task completion and determining what tasks will be interesting to 
Veronica so she can complete them.  

• Coach Veronica at least on a weekly basis on professionalism and employability skills.  
• Observe Veronica in the workplace to identify potential areas for additional supports.  
 
 
Other primary contacts at worksite:  
• Peer mentor will work one-on-one with Veronica to make sure she understands tasks and 

completes it.  



• Build a relationship with Veronica to help her feel comfortable communicating or asking for 
help.  

• Ensure that Veronica is included in the workplace environment with other coworkers.  
 
 
 
What?:  
X  Mentor Identified   X  Tasks clearly outlined 
� Physical accessibility assured X Task modifications identified and in place 
X Accommodations identified X Orientation and training arranged  
 
How? 
X Disclosure decision determined with student 
X Learning goals identified for work experience 
X Site visit schedule determined 
X Feedback/evaluation schedule determined 
 
 
 
 
 
What specific challenges does she or he face that would likely impact success during 
the WBL placement (both on and outside of the workplace?) identify strategies, 
solutions, or accommodations that can address the challenge.  
 
Veronica dislikes loud environments and large groups of people.  This can impact her ability to 
be successful because in a technology company she will have to collaborate with others to 
complete projects.  An accommodation would be providing a quiet space for her to have 
independent work time and limiting the number of people Veronica has to work with.  An 
additional strategy is to have Veronica work with a peer mentor who will build a relationship 
with her to make her feel more comfortable and can act as the liaison to having her work with 
other coworkers.   
 
Veronica does not complete work unless interested in the task and she can get fixated on certain 
topics that prevent her from doing or finishing her work.  A strategy to address this is to 
collaborate between the supervisor and transitions specialist to compile a list of tasks that would 
be interesting to Veronica.  Veronica can then choose from this list her assignments to complete 
for the day.  Another solution is the peer mentor who can listen to Veronica’s “stories”, but can 
also help her to return to the task she is assigned.  This peer mentor can also help to monitor 
Veronica’s completion of tasks and can help suggest new tasks to the supervisor based on what 
they see Veronica doing well and enjoy doing.   
 
 


